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Agenda
	 1	 Updates

	 ◦	 email list (psy-openscience@lists.uq.edu.au)

	 ◦	 meeting with School Research subcommittee

	 ◦	 next meeting of our group: Wednesday, 15 November, 4:00-5:15 pm.

  2  Replicability vs. Reproducibility (Abbey Nydam)

	 2	 Workshop on p-curve analysis (Faye Nitschke)

	 3	 Discussion about sample sizes and effect sizes (Eric Vanman)

	 4	 Next Steps

	 ◦	 November’s Academic Retreat (what should we accomplish there?)

	 ◦	 Future Workshops (what do we want to learn about and who can present?):

	 •	 Data Management/Data Flow

	 •	 R Markdown, R, or Jamovi

	 •	 PsyArXiv

	 •	 Other?

	 ◦	 Bridging to other Schools and the University (maybe via ESS and Research Ethics)

	 ◦	 Expanding our impact (outreach to UQ, Brisbane, and beyond); recruit new members

	 ◦	 What realistically could we hope for by the end of 2018?

	 •	 pre-registration in honours projects

	 •	 changes in the way teaching is done

	 •	 an official open science statement for the School; Example (see #3):

Reproducible is the bare minimum of 
science, and we don’t even do this…
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Power analysis and 
effect size
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How do you determine 
the sample size for a new 

study?

Small samples have large 
variation, more Type 2 errors, 

and inaccurate estimates
Schönbrodt & Perugini, 2013



Studies in psychology often have 
low power. Estimates average 

around 50%  
(Cohen, 1962; Fraley & Vazire, 2014)

Statistical power is the 
long-run probability of 
observing p < α with N 
participants, assuming a 
specific effect size.

Since you never know the true 
ES, better thought of as a curve…

Since you never know the true
ES, better thouht of as a curve But…

1. You never know the true effect size, and the the literature 
is biased


2. If you expect a true effect of 0, power is 0



From Läkens:

My department requires 
sample size justification 
before funding a study. 
One justification the IRB 
accepts is 90% power. 

That often means 
people take an 
effect size from a 
pilot study or the 
literature, and do 
the ‘sample-size 
samba’ in G*Power

What we have been doing wrong: 
Using previous studies as an 

effect size estimate

A pilot study does not 
provide a meaningful 
effect size estimate for
planning subsequent 
studies. Leon, Davis, & Kraemer, 2011



Effect sizes from the published 
literature are always smaller than 
you expect, even when you take 
into account that effect sizes 
from the published literature are 
always smaller than you expect.

Alternative: Plan for the change 
you would like to see in the world. 
As yourself, “What is the smallest 

effect size of interest?”

Requires you to specify 
H1! That’s a good thing. 
What does you theory 
predict, or what do you 
care about if H0 is false?

If we don’t, science 
becomes unfalsifiable. 
We can never ‘accept 
the null’. 



But ‘I’m not interested in 
the size of the effect –
the presence of any 
effect supports my 
theory!’ Really?

Detecting d = 0.001 requires 
42 million people. 

=
Is an effect size of 
d = 0.001 support 

for my theory? 

Is an effect size of 
d = 0.01 support 
for my theory? 



Is an effect size of   
d = 1 support 
for my theory? 
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